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It’s the show on the night of the live Smackdown….and it’s a
highlight show. This is NXT Graduates, which means that we’re
getting highlights of people that have been on NXT rather than
any new material. This is EXACTLY what I wanted as this show
KEEPS FERAKING GOING. With this, next week we’ll be at six
months of this season. For those of you wondering, yes I do
take donations for psychiatric care. Let’s get to it.

So yeah this is going to be Striker narrating kind of like a
bad DVD.

We  start  with  Barrett’s  promo  from  last  week’s  Smackdown
saying he won’t fight a jobber.

Video on Brodus Clay.

Time to talk about AJ and we don’t get a clip from her on NXT.
We get clips from her on Smackdown! Since I really don’t want
to watch these matches again, I’m just copying the reviews
from the originals.

Originally aired August 19, 2011 (Smackdown)

Kelly Kelly/AJ vs. Natalya/Alicia Fox

Nattie vs. AJ to start and the cute one (in plaid) is in
trouble. Natalya is killing it here as we’re just waiting for
the hot tag to Kelly to clean house. AJ finally fights her way
to the tag and Kelly does her usual stuff. Alicia misses the
axe kick and K2 ends this at 4:30. Just nothing to talk about
here.
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Rating: C. Eh this was fine all things considered. They’re
really pushing Kelly strong as a “wrestler” but it’s not doing
anything for me. The girls are almost entirely interchangeable
other than Beth and Natalya to a degree. The matches aren’t as
bad anymore though which is a nice break.

Video on Justin Gabriel being in South Africa.

Matt talks about his sister thinking Gabriel was gorgeous.

Originally aired August 19, 2011 (Smackdown)

Justin Gabriel vs. Tyson Kidd

Well they had a great match on NXT a few weeks ago so I have
high hopes here. We get some nice speed stuff to start and
Tyson takes over with some shots to the face. Nice dropkick to
the back of the head as the announcers are talking about
fishing with sharks. A hard elbow gets two. Justin fires off
with  some  kicks  which  get  two.  Kidd  rolls  through  a
springboard cross body and tries a leg lock but Justin escapes
and hits an STO. Justin goes for the 450 and after knocking
Kidd off the top the splash ends it at 4:23.

Rating: C+. They’re keeping the matches short tonight but I’m
digging them. Justin and Kidd are both getting some solid TV
time and the matches are getting better. The little clips from
South Africa are nice touches as they’re giving us a reason to
care about him which we didn’t have before. Good little TV
match here and the 450 is great as always.

Well sure they picked that one. Why pick the really good one
from NXT?

Video on Alex Riley.

Originally aired July 17, 2011 (Money in the Bank 2011)

The version they show is clipped but this is the full review.



Sin Cara vs. Justin Gabriel vs. Heath Slater vs. Sheamus vs.
Cody Rhodes vs. Wade Barrett vs. Kane vs. Daniel Bryan

This  is  going  to  be  a  big  insane  match  so  it’s  almost
impossible to call what’s going on in these things. I’m really
not sure who to predict in this. I went with Cody as a more or
less random choice mainly out of a lack of anyone else. Big
mess to start as these really should only have six people in
them. Kane, Barrett and Sheamus clear the ring out and it’s a
three way staredown.

The Europeans….wait Kane is from Spain. Ok the two guys not
named  Kane  go  down  and  it’s  ladder  time  already.  Bryan
dropkicks Kane down as Slater and Gabriel team up a bit. Cara,
who is in white/gray here, gets taken down but the former tag
partners fight already. Slater goes for the ladder and is
loudly  booed.  Gabriel  goes  up  but  the  ladder  is  way  off
center. Bryan dropkicks him off but Cody goes up.

Kane sends Sheamus and Cody to the floor but Barrett stops the
Big Bald. Kane throws a ladder at Sheamus to take him down.
Slater vs. Kane and guess who wins that one. Cara pops up out
of nowhere to drill Kane and break up the clothesline. Bryan
hits a big dive and Gabriel does the same. Sorry for all the
play by play stuff but it’s all you can do in these things for
the most part.

Cara is like screw you guys I’m the flier here and takes out
Sheamus with a huge one. He follows that up by kicking Bryan
in the head and hitting the top rope C4 to take Bryan down.
Sin tries to go for the briefcase but can’t pick a ladder up
and into the ring. Barrett kicks his head off so it doesn’t
matter. They do the whole set up a ladder as a bridge from the
ring to the table thing as is customary.

Cara avoids going through it though and Barrett clotheslines
the post. For some reason the masked guy goes in again without
a ladder and gets his head kicked off by Sheamus. Not a good



night for the Mexican dude. Cara gets powerbombed through the
ladder to more or less kill him. BIG pop for Sheamus for that
one. Sheamus is controlling almost everyone here as Cara is
taken out on a stretcher.

Kane and Sheamus are in the ring and fighting over a ladder.
Scratch that as all three go to the floor. Bryan, Kane and
Cody are all in the ring with ladders now. The small guys work
together to take Kane down and there goes that partnership.
Cara  is  gone  now,  as  in  out  of  the  entire  arena  via  a
stretcher. Kane has the big ladder set up in the ring and
everyone comes in. Cody makes an attempt but all the small
guys make a save.

The former Nexus triple teams Bryan and then the tag team
tells  Barrett  to  go  ahead.  Barrett  proves  why  British
wrestlers are stupid as he goes up and is pulled down just a
few seconds later. Both of them go up but Rhodes shoves the
ladder down. Cross Rhodes takes someone down and it’s time for
Barrett and Rhodes to fight over the ladder. Cross Rhodes
takes Barrett out but Sheamus makes the last second save.

There’s an Irish Curse and pasty goes up, only for Bryan to
make the save. Bryan rams him into the ladder a few times and
goes up at the same time. Sheamus and Kane combine for a
Doomsday Device to END Bryan. Kane and Sheamus are alone in
the ring now. Well other than a ladder but that doesn’t count
I don’t think. The big ladder is in the ring and a regular one
is set up as a bridge against the middle buckle.

Kane escapes though and chokeslams various small people. Big
Bald  goes  up  but  Bryan  makes  ANOTHER  save  despite  being
legally deceased I believe. Bryan goes up and almost gets the
LeBell  Lock  on  the  ladder.  That  would  be  awesome.  Bryan
manages to knock Kane to the floor but Slater stops him. Bryan
saves AGAIN as he’s been insane so far tonight.

Slater goes up one more time but Barrett saves. Time for



Barrett vs. Sheamus which doesn’t sound all that appealing.
Thankfully they team up and stop Slater, using a ladder like a
fork to stop Slater and shove him off the top. That was cool.
Sheamus goes nuts and takes out a lot of people so he can
climb. Naturally he’s not that smart so he sets up another
ladder on the top rope.

Sheamus is just beating people up at the moment and not really
trying to go after it. Even Booker is saying GO FOR IT. Ok now
he’s going up but Kane pops up from nowhere to stop him.
Sheamus has a bridge ladder beneath him. He goes onto it but
doesn’t break it. FREAKING OW MAN! Wasteland hits Kane and
Gabriel climbs a ladder and hits 450 in the tightest space
possible. That was AWESOME.

Bryan and Cody go at it on the ladder as everyone but Barrett
is down. Wade comes up as Bryan tries to choke Cody out
because he’s an idiot. Cody goes down and Wade takes an elbow
to knock him backwards a bit. Bryan is alone up there and Wade
is on the bridge. Bryan kicks him down and WINS THE CASE!
Totally didn’t see that one coming.

Rating: A. I liked the story telling aspect of this as Bryan
was the MVP of this thing.  He made a ton of saves and
certainly deserved to win it in the end. The spots in this
were great and Cara going out might have been due to prevent
him from botching something major, which says a lot.  I’m not
sure I can see Bryan winning a title but stranger things have
happened.  GREAT match though.

After the Inside Out trailer, we actually TALK ABOUT THE SHOW.
It’s a highlight reel about what’s happened on the show over
the last 25 weeks or whatever. We get clips of everyone being
eliminated and Bateman returning…and that’s it. No word on
what’s  next,  no  words  on  upcoming  eliminations,  nothing.
That’s it. I have never felt like I wasted my time on a show
before, but I do now.



Overall Rating: N/A. This wasn’t about NXT but it was a nice
breath of air on the surface. That being said though, this was
supposed to be about people that used to be on NXT, and the
furthest we go back is six weeks? The show has been on for a
year and a half and they don’t go past the middle of July?
Next week it’ll be six months. I don’t know what to say about
that at all. Somehow this was the best show in months though.

Results

Kelly Kelly/AJ b. Alicia Fox/Natalya – K2 to Fox

Justin Gabrile b. Tyson Kidd – 450 Splash

Daniel Bryan won the Smackdown Money in the Bank Case – Bryan
pulled down the case

 


